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Abstract—An orbiting sample Capture and Orient Module
(COM) architecture for a Capture, Contain, and Return
System (CCRS) payload concept for an Earth Return Orbiter
(ERO) was developed to enable on-orbit capture, orientation,
and transfer of a Mars sample container into a containment
vessel for potential Mars Sample Return (MSR). The module is
composed of a capture mechanism for containing the Orbiting
Sample (OS), a capture cone to capture and contain the OS, an
orientation mechanism to orient the OS, an External Transfer
Mechanism (ETM) to cage the OS during capture and
assemble it into the containment vessel, a capture trigger to
trigger capture mechanism and ETM closure during OS
capture, and a sensing system to inspect the OS and confirm
capture and orientation. Statistical modeling and simulations
of the OS during capture were performed to analyze the time
to contact and perturbations to the spacecraft at first contact.
A half-scale functional prototype of the module was developed
to demonstrate end-to-end operation.
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Figure 1. Notional MSR architecture. Note that all elements beyond Mars 2020 are conceptual (Credit: O. Rehman).
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include SFR tube retrieval from the tube drop-off depots
from Mars 2020. Once collected, the sample tubes would be
assembled into the OS with the help of the STA. The MAV
would then launch the OS with the sample tubes aboard into
Mars orbit.

1. INTRODUCTION
The notional Mars Sample Return (MSR) campaign consists
of four distinct phases to retrieve rock cores and soil
samples from Mars and bring them back to Earth for further
studies. The MSR campaign must follow strict Planetary
Protection guidelines to mitigate any cross-biologic
contamination between Earth and Mars which could
jeopardize the integrity of the campaign. The MSR
campaign consists of the Mars 2020 rover, and the
following concepts: the Earth Return Orbiter (ERO), the
Sample Retrieval Lander (SRL), and the Mars Return
Sample Handling (MRSH) elements, as shown in Fig. 1.

Similarly, the conceptual Earth Return Orbiter (ERO)
launch date is yet to be determined. The ERO is comprised
of the Orbiter, which houses the Capture, Containment, and
Return System (CCRS). Notionally, once the MAV has
launched the OS into orbit, the ERO would rendezvous with
the OS and perform OS capture, OS containment, and OS
assembly into the Earth Entry Vehicle (EEV). The ERO
would transport the OS to Earth’s vicinity where the EEV
would be spin-ejected to Earth and land; the ERO would
then divert and be decommissioned, as shown in Fig. 2 [2].

The Mars 2020 rover is scheduled to launch from Cape
Canaveral on an Atlas V 541 rocket. When the rover arrives
at Mars it will begin its descent stage. The descent stage
performs Entry, Descent, and Landing (EDL), which is
comprised of entering the Martian atmosphere with a heat
shield, parachute deployment, and sky crane maneuver to
land on the Martian surface as seen on Mars Science
Laboratory (MSL) [1]. On landing, the rover will search the
surface for potential sites to execute its surface operations
such as sample acquisition, sample caching, and tube dropoff.

Details of the notional Mars Return Sample Handling
(MRSH) facility are yet to be determined. Notionally, once
the EEV lands, a Ground Recovery Operation would be
deployed to recover the EEV and transport it to the Sample
Receiving Facility (SRF), where the samples could be
further studied and curated [3].
The ERO mission would perform OS rendezvous, capture,
containment, and Earth return within an EEV, as well as
support SRL operations, which can include relay of
telemetry and telecommand (see Figs. 2 and 3). An
additional function may also include jettison of capture and
containment hardware in Mars orbit to reduce the spacecraft
return mass, labeled as the Capture and Containment

The conceptual Sample Return Lander (SRL) launch date is
yet to be determined. The SRL would be comprised of the
Sample Fetch Rover (SFR) and the Lander, which contains
the Sample Transfer Arm (STA) for sample tube
manipulation, and the Mars Ascent Vehicle (MAV). After
landing, the SRL would conduct surface operations, which

Figure 2. Notional ERO mission architecture (Credit: O. Rehman).
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Module (CCM) from the CCRS in Fig. 3.

Figure 3. Notional Earth Return Orbiter with CCRS.
The Capture, Contain, and Rendezvous System (CCRS)
would attach to the Earth Return Orbiter (ERO) and
rendezvous with the OS, capture OS, contain OS, reorient
the OS, and assemble OS into the Earth Entry Vehicle
(EEV), and spin eject the EEV back to Earth. The CCRS
contains the Capture and Orient Module (COM),
Containment Module (CM), Earth Return Module (ERM),
and Earth Entry Vehicle (EEV) as shown in the Fig. 4.

Figure 5. Capture and Orient Module (COM) Concept.

2. BACKGROUND
The study of OS capture for MSR has been performed
several times over the years. This study investigated
previous architectures and designs in the hope of leveraging
them in order to ensure that as many solutions were
evaluated as possible. Many of the concepts utilized a lid
that took a form similar to a paddle. One such previous
concept was generated in 2007 by J. Parrish et al., which
utilized a lid for both capture and then transfer into further
subsystems [4]. A prototype of that design was created to
test the operation on a parabolic flight. Later, in 2015, a
similar capture system, as part of the Rendezvous and
Orbital Capture System (ROCS), was proposed for the Next
Mars Orbiter (NeMO) concept [5], [6].

The COM located in front of the CCRS just below the ERM
(see Fig. 5), captures the OS in orbit, contains OS within the
COM, reorients the OS, assembles the OS into
biocontainment vessel, and contains Martian dust within the
COM. The Break the Chain system serves as a biological
barrier that separates the COM and the CM to reduce the
risk of unsterilized Martian dust being brought to Earth. The
CM assembles the OS into the EEV with an additional
biocontainment vessel. The Capture and Containment
Module (CCM) which is comprised of the COM and the
CM is then jettisoned as shown in Fig. 3. The ERM houses
the EEV, protects the EEV against mircometroids, and
opens to allow the EEV to spin eject back to Earth. The
EEV, with the aid of a heatshield, protects the OS from the
heat generated during re-entry and impact forces on contact.

A key difference between several of the previous concepts
and the concept depicted in this document is a change in
goals. Two of the more impactful additional goals are the
need to orient the OS and to perform capture before contact.
The addition of the goal to orient the OS with respect to the
EEV can be seen in the Atelier Carwash Concept (2016) and
onward concept images of Fig. 6 which came from an
internal JPL study. The other critical goal change was the
addition of capture before contact. This goal is due to
Planetary Protection concerns that particles could be
liberated from the surface of the OS during the capture
event. If freed from the surface of the OS, these particles
could end up on parts of the spacecraft or the EEV, which
increases that risk of unsterilized or uncontained Martian
particles entering the Earth’s biosphere in a case were the
ERO does not divert. The effect this has on the design is
that the capture volume must be closed and sealed prior to
the OS’ first collision. The effects on the concepts from this
can be seen in Side Mount MACARONE (2017) and
onward concept designs.
The majority of the previous concepts used some sort of
capture lid or arm with the two exceptions being the flux
pinning concept [x]. The flux pinning concept was used in
both the Atelier Minimal and In-Line Flux Pinning concepts

Figure 4. Notional CCRS with COM, CM, and ERM.
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shown in Fig 6. The Flux Pinning concept uses trained
superconductors that are super cooled. The superconductors
are trained with a set of magnets in a pattern matching one
on the OS which means that once the OS is within a certain
distance, it is both captured and oriented.

3. PROBLEM DEFINITION
The Capture and Orient Module (COM) concept has a
multitude of functional and performance goals. These goals
are derived from notional spacecraft capability and
conceptual design of other MSR elements, such as the OS
and sample tubes seen in Figs. 7 and 8 respectively. The OS
concept geometry is roughly a cylinder with spherical caps.
The major diameter of the OS concept is 25cm, the minor
diameter is 20.3cm, and the height is 22.9cm. The OS
concept can hold up to 30 sample tubes and weighs up to
8.0kg MEV. Some of the notional goals are listed here:
 The COM must sense the position or the OS with
respect to itself.
 The COM must physically cage the OS within the
CCRS during the capture event.
 The COM must prevent the escape of dust from the
surface of the OS.
 The COM must confirm the OS is captured within
the COM interior.
 The COM must constrain the OS in all 6 degrees of
freedom.
 The COM must orient the OS within 5° of upright
relative to the Primary Containment Vessel (PCV)
as seen in Fig. 7.
 The COM must confirm the OS is correctly
oriented to with an accuracy of 1°.
 The COM must inspect the OS surface
 The COM must assemble the OS into the PCV.
 The COM must maintain the PCV Lid preload
during sealing.
 The COM must survive launch and transit from
Earth to Mars.
 The COM must operate in Mars orbit.

For the actively controlled capture operations (lid closures
and grippers), there must be some method for sensing that
the OS is within the capture range without physically
contacting the OS. Several concepts have been investigated
for this sensing operation. Some examples are LIDAR [x],
machine vision, lasers curtains [x], induction based sensing
and more.

Figure 7. Notional OS with sample tubes.

Figure 6. Previous capture concepts.
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Figure 8. Core sample, sample tube, and hermetic seal.
The COM concept acts as the orbital assembly floor for the
MSR mission concept. The OS would enter through the
Capture Volume and exit through the assembled PCV. The
capture before contact time and the rendezvous assumptions
for the spacecraft drives the Capture Volume geometry as
seen in Fig. 9. The PCV concept assembly process is
assumed to be a multiple stage operation where the oriented
OS is latched to the PCV Lid, the OS is then inserted into
the PCV Base, and the PCV Lid and Base are mated for the
sealing operation. Notional designs for these elements can
be seen in Fig. 10.

Figure 10. Potential OS containment strategy.
Workspace Assumptions
Two, high-level operational workspaces for the OS were
defined for the COM concept given by the OS rendezvous
assumption shown in Fig. 9. These include a pre-capture
workspace, shown in Fig. 11, during which the capture
volume is open to the external space environment, and a
post-capture workspace, shown in Fig. 12 during which the
capture volume is closed off to the external space
environment. The primary COM concept functions that take
place in each of the workspaces are described, as well as
assumed geometries and reference planes that bound the
workspaces are depicted in Figs. 11 and 12.

Figure 11. Pre-capture Workspace. The function within
the pre-capture workspace (shown in green) brings the
OS from its uncaptured state (0 DOF controlled,

Figure 9. OS rendezvous assumptions.
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terminal approach) to its captured state (0 DOF
controlled, free floating, caged in Capture Cone).

Figure 13. Workspace management approach: (a) Postcapture workspace starts with full Capture Cone
volume; (b) Workspace reduced through 1-DOF
translational operation during Constrain OS function,
constraining OS in 3 translational DOFs (with optional
additional 1-3 rotational DOFs); (c) Reduced workspace
concentrates functions within a smaller region,
minimizing the ranges of motion, sensing, and active
DOF required to achieve the functions

Figure 12. Post-capture Workspace. The functions
within the post-capture workspace (shown in green)
bring the OS from its captured state (0 DOF controlled,
free floating, caged in Capture Cone) to its contained
state (5 DOF controlled. Tx, Ty, Tz, Rx, Ry, assembled
in PCV).

4. SYSTEM DESIGN
A Capture and Orient Module concept architecture was
defined to perform the desired functions within the assumed
workspaces described above.
Architectural Approach
Based on the notional volumetric and mass constraints of
the CCRS, an architectural strategy was taken to reduce the
workspace of the OS and help reduce the operational area
required to perform the COM functions in Fig. 13. The
result was an inline architecture that places OS operations
along a central axis that can be connected with a single
prismatic motion as seen in Fig. 14. Precision manipulations
associated with OS inspection, orientation, and PCV
assembly are focused into a small workspace at the base of
the Capture Cone, enabling them to be accomplished with
minimal ranges of motion, sensing, and active degrees of
freedom, leading to a more compact design with a minimal
cross-sectional area along the length of the COM Central
Axis.

Figure 14: Architectural approach maps functions to
the COM central axis.
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Capture and Orient Module Concept Architecture

The COM concept architecture is an adaptable modular
design where each subsystem performs specialized tasks and
could be replaced or redesigned to meet new specifications.
Currently, the design performs the end-to-end operations
such as rendezvousing with the OS, capturing the OS in
orbit, containing the OS and dust, reorienting the OS,
transferring the OS, and assembling OS into PCV functions.

The COM concept utilizes various sensors to track and
rendezvous with the OS, capture the OS in orbit, contain the
OS and dust, reorient the OS, transfer the OS, and assemble
the OS into the Primary Containment Vessel. The COM
consists of the Rendezvous Sensor Assembly (RSA),
Capture Mechanism, Primary Containment Vessel (PCV)
Lid, Sensor System, Capture Cone, Transfer Mechanism,
Orientation Mechanism and COM Infrastructure, as shown
in Fig. 15 and Fig. 17. The COM also provides
accommodations for the PCV Lid, PCV Base, and OS.
The RSA tracks the OS and aids in the rendezvous of the
OS. The Sensor System consists of cameras and sensors to
aid in tracking and documenting OS poses and motions. The
Capture Mechanism utilizes the Sensor System to capture
and contain the OS and Martian dust inside the COM. The
Transfers Mechanism utilizes the Sensor System to deploy
the Transfer Mechanism into the Capture Volume to cage
the OS. The Transfers Mechanism guides the OS through
the Capture Volume, and then funnels the OS through the
Capture Cone into the Orientation Mechanism. The Transfer
Mechanism also serves as an upper constraint for the
Orientation Mechanism. The Orientation Mechanism
constrains the OS, orients the OS to the desired orientation,
and uses the Sensor System to inspect the OS surfaces. The
Transfer Mechanism with the PCV Lid latches to the OS,
which allows the Orientation Mechanism to release the OS.
This allows full latching to occur and then the Transfer
Mechanism translates the OS and PCV Lid assembly to the
PCV Base. The Transfer Mechanism assembles the PCV
Lid with OS into PCV Base and preloads the PCV Lid and
Base for the brazing operation. Fig. 16 shows COM
operation and Fig. 18 shows COM system decomposition
[8].

Figure 15. Capture and Orient Module (COM)
subsystems concept design
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Figure 16: Capture and Orientation Module operational concept.
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drives the Lid from hardstop to hardstop. The dual-drive
actuator is a two-motor actuator that is configured to drive
the Lid at high speed when the Lid is opened then passively
transition to low speed with high torque when the Lid is
closed. The Lid Linkage consists of a preloaded spring
piston that is attached to an over-centered rigid link such
that when the actuator loads the rigid link to a hardstop, it
causes the Lid Linkage to become over-centered and
compresses the piston springs thus maintaining the preload
of the Lid and Lid Port when engaged.[9]
The Capture Mechanism performs all stages of capture
(closure, sealing, latching) in a single operation without
closed loop control. An over-center latch engages and
maintains preload for the remainder of mission. The
mechanism is fully reversible without requiring dedicated
latch disengagement hardware and is compatible with a
wide range of seal types and preloads.

Figure 17. COM Structure concept.

Capture Cone Concept
The Capture Cone concept houses the End Effector with
PCV Lid attachment and Paddle within a “pocket” during
launch and OS capture, catches the OS during the capture
operation, encloses dust after OS capture, and guides OS
into the Orientation Mechanism. The Capture Cone consists
of the Pocket, Capture Volume, and Capture Funnel, as
shown in Fig. 20.

Figure 18. COM system concept decomposition.
Capture Mechanism Concept
The Capture Mechanism would capture the OS within the
COM prior to OS contact with any hardware, enclose dust
within the capture cone for backwards Planetary Protection,
and could serve as micrometeoroid protection for the COM
mechanisms and instruments. The notional Capture
Mechanism consists of a Launch Lock, Lid, Lid Actuator,
Lid Linkage, and Lid Port as shown in Fig. 19.

Figure 20. Capture Cone design concept.
The Pocket houses the End Effector with the PCV Lid
attachment and Paddle during launch and OS capture. The
Capture Volume catches the OS during capture and allows
adequate time for the Capture Mechanism to close the Lid
before the OS physically contacts any hardware. The
Capture Funnel allows the Paddle to funnel the OS into the
Orientation Mechanism. The Capture Cone concept consists
of a thin sheet metal funnel with window cut-outs for the
vision systems, which is supported by four honeycomb
aluminium plates to support the midsections. It allows the
OS to be captured in a controlled environment and supports
the rest of the mechanisms to move and orient the OS.

Figure 19. Capture Mechanism concept.
The Lid closes to engage the seal of the Lid Port. The Lid’s
Launch Lock restrains Lid during launch and releases prior
to OS capture. The Lid Actuator is a dual actuator that
9

Transfer Mechanism Concept

the PCV. The Orientation Mechanism consists of a Ring
Structure, two Translation and Rotation Actuators, two
Translation Actuators, five pairs of Orientation Sensors, and
a Registration Mechanism, as shown in Fig. 22.

The Transfer Mechanism concept cages the OS during
capture, transfers the OS through the COM subsystems,
supports OS centering and constraint within the Orientation
Mechanism, and assembles the OS into the PCV for
brazing. The Transfer Mechanism consists of the Linear
Transfer Mechanism, Caging Actuator, Paddle, Turret
Actuator, Flex Assembly, Links, and End Effector with
PCV Lid attachment, as shown in Fig. 21 below.

Figure 22. Rotating Cups concept layout.
The Ring Structure interfaces with the CM-COM Separation
Plate, Orientation Sensors, Translation-Rotation Actuators,
Translation Actuators, and Registration Mechanism, as well
as provides a slot for the Transfer Mechanism to pass
through. The Orientation Sensors determine the OS
orientation state. The Translation Actuators translate the
cups to constrain the OS.
The Translation-Rotation
Actuator translate the Rotation Cups to constrain and rotate
the OS to perform the orientation and inspection operations.
The Registration Mechanism in the closed position serves as
the bottom surface when constraining the OS and allows the
OS to preload against it during the latching operation. The
Registration Mechanism in the opened position allows the
Transfer Mechanism with OS to pass through the
Orientation Mechanism as shown in Fig. 23.

Figure 21. Transfer Mechanism concept layout.
The Linear Transfer Mechanism supports linear assembly
and transfer processes. The Flex Assembly provides harness
management. The Links connect the joints. The Caging
Actuator moves the Paddle to the middle of the capture
volume to support the caging operation. The Paddle expands
to ensure that the OS cannot escape the desired volume, to
push the OS over its center of geometry during transfer, and
supports the centering and constraint of the OS for the
orientation operation. The Paddle contracts to allow the
Transfer Mechanism to pass through Orientation
Mechanism. The Turret Actuator rotates 180 degrees to
switch from the Paddle to the End Effector with the PCV
Lid attachment. The End Effector with the PCV Lid
attachment performs fine alignment for OS assembly and
preload for brazing [7].
The design concept provides a large margin on the current
load requirements using heritage motors. Accuracy
requirements are met through a passive End Effector that
assists in the PCV assembly operation. The architecture
encapsulates the interfaces and implements a solution that
uses fewer active degrees of freedom in favor of passive
degrees of freedom. The three active degrees of freedom are
kinematically decoupled, allowing them to be optimized for
their specific goals rather than being oversized to meet
kinematically driven torque requirements.

Figure 23. Rotating Cup OS Orientation concept.
Orientation Mechanism Concept

This design concept is robust to unknown surface conditions
because the OS orientation is actively monitored by optical
break beams, providing a simple and reliable non-contact
sensor solution to determine orientation without machine
vision. The inner radii of the cups match the major radii of

The Rotating Cups Mechanism concept constrains the OS
with conformal cups, orients the OS to the desired
orientation in two rotational degrees of freedom, performs
OS inspection sequences, and supports OS assembly into
10

the OS to ensure the OS will self-center between the cups in
all possible OS orientations. The Orientation Mechanism
consists of two pairs of rotation cups to constrain and rotate
the OS about two axes for precise orientation and
inspection. This method requires no external features on the
OS and encapsulates the orientation operation within a
single subsystem.
Wiper Orientation
Orientation)

Mechanism

concept

(Alternative

The Wiper Orientation Mechanism concept constrains the
OS with the Wipers, Brushes, and OS pin, orients the OS to
the desired orientation in two rotational degrees of freedom,
and supports the OS assembly into the PCV. The Wiper
Orientation Mechanism consists of the Paddle, Wiper
Launch Lock, Brushes, Rotating Wiper, Fixed Positive
Feature, Wiper Actuator, Ejection Actuator, Primary
Housing, and Pin Puller Latch, as shown in Fig. 24.

Figure 24. Wiper concept layout.
The Wiper Launch Lock and Pin-Puller Latch locks the
Wiper Mechanism during launch. The Transfer Mechanism,
along with the Brushes, ensures that once the OS enters the
Primary Housing it is within the Wiper sweep volume. The
Primary Housing houses the Brushes and Rotating Wiper
assembly. The Fixed Positive Feature is a modified Viviani
curve that looks like a V shape curve that matches the radii
of the OS. The Rotating Wiper mirrors the Fixed Positive
Feature but is modified to allow continuous rotation. The
Fixed Positive Feature is fixed while the Wiper Actuator
rotates the Rotating Wiper. Since the OS pin protrudes past
the sweep volume, the Rotating Wiper guides the OS pin to
the center of Viviani curve when rotating thus fully to
orientating the OS when the two curves meets with the OS
pin. The Pin-Puller Latch releases after orientation and
latching of the OS occurs, allowing the Ejection Actuator to
move the Primary Housing so that the Transfer Mechanism
can pass through the Orientation Mechanism as shown in
Fig. 25.

Figure 25. Wiper OS Orientation concept.
The Wiper Orientation Mechanism concept is a simple
design that reorients the OS with just one rotary actuator
and no necessary sensing. Utilizing a modified Viviani
curve, it is possible to take the OS from an infinite number
of initial orientations and always end at a single
deterministic state with just two rotations of the wiper.
Sensor System Concept
The Sensor System concept uses the Capture Trigger to
trigger the Capture Mechanism and Transfer Mechanism
closures once the OS enters the COM, using cameras to
document and confirm OS capture. The Outward Vision
System serves as an alternate to the Capture Trigger, and the
Inward Vision System serves to confirm the OS orientation
inside the Orientation Mechanism and aid in OS surface
inspection. The Sensor System consists of an Inward Vision
11

System, a Capture Trigger, and an Outward Vision System
as shown in the Fig. 26.

Figure 27. Notional COM Infrastructure.
The Top Panel supports the capture volume opening,
mounts Rendezvous Sensors and Capture Mechanism
Assembly. The Mid Panel supports Capture Cone and
provides mounting locations for the Capture Trigger and
Vision System. The Micrometeoroid Protection is Beta cloth
that contains dust inside the COM and protects the capture
hardware from micrometeoroids. The CM-COM separation
plate supports PVC sealing hardware and separates the BTC
volume from the capture hardware. The Top Panel, Mid
Panels, and CM-COM Separation Plate consist of large
aluminium honeycomb panels and hog-outs, bolted together
which makes the COM Infrastructure a relatively
lightweight assembly.

Figure 26. Sensor System concept.
The Capture Trigger uses an array of optical break beams as
a simple and reliable non-contact sensor solution to detect
the presence of the OS and quickly trigger closure of the
Capture Mechanism and Transfer Mechanism. The Outward
Vision System documents and provides confirmation of OS
capture and can serve as an alternate to the Capture Trigger.
The Inward Vision System provides confirmation of the OS
orientation inside the Orientation Mechanism and aids in OS
surface inspection. It can also serve as an alternate to the
Orientation Sensor.

5. TECHNICAL RESOURCES

The Sensor System concept is a robust design because the
multiple break beam layers create a sensor system robust to
debris and off-nominal capture scenarios. The vision system
uses a multi-camera configuration to support on-orbit OS
capture and orientation verification, OS pose estimation, and
OS surface inspection. The cameras will have future flight
heritage with Mars 2020, are lightweight, and allow for
visibility of the OS throughout its descent through the COM
infrastructure

Preliminary system modeling and operational analysis was
performed for the COM concept’s main scenario depicted in
Fig. 16. Estimated power draw and data volume generation
profiles are shown in Figs. 28 and 29. This analysis reported
an estimated peak power draw of 86 W and total operational
time of 1.93 hours (not including ground-in-the-loop).
Estimates for system mass and volume are shown in Figs.
30 and 31.

COM Infrastructure
The COM Infrastructure concept integrates the COM
elements within the COM, Rendezvous Sensor Assembly,
PCV Base, and provides micrometeoroid protection for the
COM mechanisms and instruments, and supports
Orientation Mechanism and Transfer Mechanism
assemblies. The COM Infrastructure consists of the Top
Panel, Mid Panel, CM-COM Separation Plate, and
micrometeoroid protection as seen in the Fig. 27.

Figure 28. Power Draw during operational time.
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6. MODELING AND ANALYSIS
Models were developed to simulate OS capture, optimize
capture trigger sensor configurations, characterize OSspacecraft interactions, assess vision-based pose-estimation
and surface inspection of the OS, and understand system
sensitivities.
Figure 29. Generated Data Volume during operational
time.

A six degree of freedom model was developed to simulate
OS motion during capture, Capture Trigger response, and
interaction with the Capture Cone. Monte Carlo analysis
was run to simulate the full ranges of OS terminal
rendezvous capture speed, capture angle, cross track error,
CG offset, and rotation rate as shown in Fig. 9, in order to
statistically characterize the capture performance within a
given Capture Cone geometry, as well as validate the
Capture Mechanism closure time requirements. Fig. 32
shows the model elements. Fig. 33 shows an example of a
simulation run of the OS passing through each of the four
layers of optical break beams: the Capture Mechanism
Trigger (CMT), the Capture Mechanism Confirmation
Trigger (CMCT), the Transfer Mechanism Trigger (TMT),
and the Transfer Mechanism Confirmation Trigger (TMCT).
Fig. 34 shows the results of a 100,000 run Montel Carlo
assuming a uniform distribution for all input parameters,
along with the 2 sec target closure time for the Capture
Mechanism. More details on the OS capture modelling,
simulation, and analysis performed can be found in [9].

Figure 30. Maximum Expected Value (MEV) mass
estimates for the Capture and Orient Module concept.

Figure 32. Model of OS, Capture Cone and Capture
Trigger concept.

Figure 31. Capture and Orient Module concept primary
dimensions.
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Figure 33. Simulation results for a single run.
Figure 35. OS collision model.

Figure 34. Results for a 100,000 run Monte Carlo.
Multi-body Dynamics Analysis

Table 1. OS collision model equations and parameters.

An impulse-based collision model was developed to study
the dynamics of the OS-spacecraft interactions following
OS capture. Of particular interest are the maximum impulse
imparted to the spacecraft and the OS kinetic energy at a
given time. Newton’s law of restitution for instantaneous
collisions with no friction was assumed, and conservation of
linear and angular momenta was applied to find the impulse
J at the point of collision P. The problem of the OS
bouncing in the Capture Cone was simplified into a 2D
model, and spacecraft velocity and gravitation acceleration
were both assumed to be zero. A description of the model is
shown in Fig. 35 and Table 1. An example simulation run
plotting normal impulse and OS kinetic energy over time is
shown in Figs. 36 and 37.

Figure 36. Example plot of normal impulse from OS
contact with the Capture Cone over time.
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Figure 38. Concept for AprilTag fiducial placement on
the OS.

Figure 37. Example plot of OS kinetic energy over time.
Fiducial Detection and Observability Analysis
Sixteen fiducials were distributed about the surface of the
OS to aid with visual pose estimation and orientation
verification from image data, as shown in Fig. 38. 1-inch x
1-inch square AprilTag fiducials were chosen for the current
concept due to their detection robustness to image
degradation, ability for each AprilTag to capture all 6
degrees of freedom, and flight heritage from the NASA
Insight Lander [10]. A model of the OS and the vision
hardware was generated in order to assess the fiducials
detection and observability capabilities shown in Fig. 38.
For simplicity, the model assumes a spherical OS with 66
April Tag’s surrounded by four Mars 2020 Enhanced
Engineering Cameras (EECAMs) with a 100-deg x 75-deg
field of view and 20 mm focal length see Fig. 39 [11]. Each
camera aids in pose estimation, orientation verification, and
inspection of the OS in its various states through the
Capture Cone. The graph in Fig. 40 aims to analyse the
observability of the AprilTags on the OS when it is in the
Orientation Mechanism. The analysis assumes that all four
cameras are operating, samples the OS through multiple
rotations, and reports the sum of the total number of
observed tag count for the least observable rotations. As can
be seen from in Fig. 39, the cameras are able to detect 10-20
fiducials on the OS when it is positioned in the Orientation
Mechanism. This assessment helps to ensure the right
number of fiducials being used, which in turn allows for
pose estimation and inspection of the full surface of the OS.

Figure 39. Fiducial Detection and Observability model
with four-camera layout within the Capture Cone.

Figure 40. Fiducial detection graph.
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OS Inspectability Analysis

operations from the OS entering the COM to OS assembly
into the PCV Base. The Orientation Mechanism validates
the use of the Rotating Cups concept and optical break beam
Orientation Sensor to complete the orientation task. The
full-scale Capture Trigger demonstrates the capture
sequence of the OS.

In order to inspect critical components on the OS (e.g.,
seals, scratches, indentations, dust) the vision system has the
capability to see small features on the OS surface. Fig. 41
shows the Inward Vision System’s view of the OS within
the Orientation Mechanism during the inspection operation.
Fig. 42 shows the inspectability of the OS surface, assuming
a Mars 2020 Enhanced Engineering Camera (EECAM) with
a 100-deg x 75-deg field of view, 20 mm focal length, and
0.32 mrad instantaneous field of view, as well as spherical
OS. Based on this analysis, the Inward Vision System
camera can provide image sampling resolution of less than
or equal to 0.2 mm (x,y)/pixel when the OS is in the
Orientation Mechanism 700 mm away.

Half-Scale Capture and Orient Module Prototype
The half-scale Capture and Orient Module prototype serves
as a functional model to the full-scale Capture and Orient
Module. It demonstrates capture, containment, orientation,
and transfer of the OS. The half-scale COM Prototype
consists of the Capture Mechanism, OS rendezvous motion
simulator, OS, PCV Lid, Paddle, Capture Cone, COM
Infrastructure, a surrogate Orientation Mechanism, PCV
Base, and Transfer Mechanism as shown in Fig. 43.
The rendezvous motion simulator uses a magnet that
attaches to the OS to simulate a zero-gravity environment.
The rendezvous motion simulator with the OS start from the
top, moving at 2.5cm/s as it enter into the COM. The
Capture Mechanism closes once the OS rendezvous motion
simulator passes the OS through the Capture Cone. Once the
OS passes below the Paddle, the Transfer Mechanism
swings the Paddle into the middle of the Capture Cone. The
rendezvous motion simulator with the OS hits the bottom of
the Capture Cone, and then begins to move back up to the
Paddle to simulate the OS bouncing in the Capture Cone.
Once the OS meets the Paddle both, move down to the
Orientation Mechanism. The Paddle continues to move until
the magnets shear from the OS and the rendezvous motion
simulator, thus dropping the OS into the Orientation
Mechanism. While orientating the OS, the rendezvous
motion simulator returns to the start position. The Transfer
Mechanism moves up to flip from the Paddle to the PCV
Lid, then translates to the Orientation Mechanism. The PCV
Lid has a metal tip that latches on OS. The OS then pulls out
of the Orientation Mechanism to allow the orientation
module to stow away. Then the Transfer Mechanism with
the PCV Lid and the OS move down to be assembled into
the PCV Base.

Figure 41. Inward Vision System’s view of the OS
within the Orientation Mechanism during the inspection
operation.

The half-scale Capture and Orient Module prototype is an
economical functional prototype that demonstrates the COM
architecture. A functional prototype can aid in determining
any interface issues and potential flaws that a CAD software
cannot.

Figure 41. Resolution of the OS in its inspection
environment as it would be seen from the Inward Vision
System from the top of the COM Infrastructure.

7. PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT
Half and full-scale prototypes of the COM concept, Rotating
Cups Orientation Mechanism, and Capture Trigger were
developed to validate the architecture of the COM concept.
The half-scale COM demonstrates all of the end-to-end
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The Capture sequence consists of the OS entering into the
Capture Cone and triggering the Optical Break Beam Layer.
This causes the Lid Actuator to close the Lid within two
seconds.
The full-scale Optical Break Beam Capture Trigger
functional prototype was tested at JPL’s Open House with a
foam OS to verify the Capture operation.
Half-Scale Rotating Cups Orientation Mechanism Prototype
The half-scale Rotating Cups Orientation Mechanism
functional prototype performs the OS constraint, OS
orientation, and OS inspection operations. The Orientation
Mechanism consists of six motor controllers, two Rotation
Cup brushless DC motors, four Translation brushless DC
motors, and five pairs of IR break beams, as shown in Fig.
45.

Figure 43. Half-scale COM functional prototype.
Full-Scale Optical Break Beam Capture Trigger Functional
Prototype
The full-scale Optical Break Beam Capture Trigger
functional prototype demonstrates the OS capture sequence.
The full-scale Optical Break Beam Capture Trigger
functional prototype consist of the Lid, Lid Actuator, and
Optical Break Beam Layer as shown in the Fig. 44.

Figure 45.
Half-scale rotating cups Orientation
Mechanism concept functional prototype.
The motor controller controls the brushless DC motors. The
four Translation brushless DC motors translates the rotating
cups to constrain the OS. The two Rotation Cup brushless
DC motor are perpendicular to each other such that the OS
can be rotated in two axes. The five IR break beam pairs are
configured with two pairs for Axis 1 in parallel: one pair
near the top of the OS and the other near the bottom of the
OS. The next two pairs for Axis 2 are perpendicular to Axis
1. The last pair of the IR break beams are configured on the
top of the OS. To orientate the OS in an axially aligned
position, the OS is rotated until Axis 1, and then Axis 2 IR
break Beam pairs aren’t blocked. Then OS is then rotated up
to 180 degrees, until the top IR beam is triggered. Once
orientated correctly, the OS is rotated by the rotating cups in
a sequence that allows the OS surface to be fully inspected.
The half-scale Rotating Cups Orientation Mechanism
functional prototype demonstrates the OS orientation and
OS inspection operations. Utilizing 3D printing technology,
a rapid prototype is a quick and economic way to test and
validate the OS orientation and OS inspection operations.

Figure 44. Full-scale optical break beam Capture
Trigger concept functional prototype.
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8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
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